Links to important and relevant documents and websites

Central Office for Quality in Teaching and Learning
Charter of Technische Universität Kaiserslautern
Collective Agreement for the Public Service of the Länder
Department for International Affairs
Department for Personnel Development
Department for the Management of Third-Party Funding
Distinguished Teaching Award
DFG New Code of Conduct
DFG Recommendation of the "Self-Regulation in Science"
Electoral Regulations for the Elections of the Organs of the Technical University of Kaiserslautern
Equal Opportunities Plan (Gender Equality Plan) (2020-2026)
Family Service Office
Financial Affairs Department
Higher Education Act
Gender Equality, Diversity and Family Affairs Office
Guide of TU Kaiserslautern to apply for the Extension of the Employment Relationship of Junior Professors
Guideline on Employment
Guideline on Occupational Safety and Environmental Protection
Guideline on the Advertisement, Admission and Filling of a Professorship
Guide to Intellectual Property Rights in Europe’s Greater Region
Human Resources Department
Information Security Guideline
Intellectual Property Rights and Exploitation Strategy

Legal Department

Network for the Promotion of Young Scientists

Occupational Health and Safety Unit

Occupational Health Management

Office for Research and Early Career Support

Office for Technology and Innovation

Ombudsman Committee "Ethics of Security-Relevant Research"

Ombudsman Committee "Good Practice in Research"

Ordinance on Teaching Obligations at Higher Education Institutions

Partial Basic Regulations for the Award of Performance Remuneration and Research and Teaching Allowances

Partial Basic Regulations on Quality Management

PATLIB Centre

Plagiarism Detection Software

Platform for Open Access Publishing (KLUEDO)

Requirements and Procedures for the Award of an adjunct Professorship

Rules of Procedure to ensure Good Practice in Research

Senate Committee for Gender Equality

Senate Commission for Quality in Studies and Teaching

Social Sciences Ethics Committee

Start-Up Office

State Salaries Act

Statutes on Quality Assurance for Professorship Appointments

University Development Plan